
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Get free of your day-to-day problems! It´s time to be revived and drift by 
upcoming spring time. Go out from your cheerlessness flats with help from 
English producer Trigoney with the track Liberty. Inviting house tempo 
coloured by lazy sound of the saxophone. Whole release is upgraded with 
great remixes by Bollo, Atomic ElectroLab and Plutones. This is the right 
choice! 
 
RELEASE INFO: 
Title: Trigoney – Liberty 
Catalog: mld_021 
Date: 9.4.2012 
Format: 320 Kbps Mp3 
              
TRACKLISTING: 
1. Trigoney – Liberty (Original Mix) (04:20) 
2. Trigoney – Liberty (Bollo’s Call Me Essential Re-fix) (07:29) 
3. Trigoney – Liberty (Atomic Electrolab Remix) (05:02) 
4. Trigoney – Liberty (Plutones Remix) (05:45)                                                                    
 
NETLABEL INFO: 
Name: Melodica 
Country: Slovakia 
Web: www.melodica-netlabel.com 
 
MASTERING:   
Sigurt | www.sigurt.sk 
Bollo | http://www.solublerecordings.com/ 
 
ARTWORK:   
Elton Fernandes & Kaizels 
 
 
 
 



 
 
CREDITS: 
  

TRIGONEY | http://soundcloud.com/trigoney  
Trigoney has been working away, writing, producing and honing his skills 
as a competent studio wizard for the last decade. He now feels ready to 
release this music to the world for all people to listen, dance and enjoy! 
This exciting, eclectic fusion of different styles and sounds will hopefully 
give you a fresh and a little different experience to break you from the 
routine, hum drum normality of everyday life. Trying to create that vibe of 
when dance music was fresh and exciting, not every track has the same 
sound and structure, Trigoney feels he is in control of his own musical 
destiny and is free to create in his own musical world, in the words of the 
great Jazzy B...." Follow Trigoney and his releases on Aeneria Rec., 

Apparel Music, Itchy Pig Rec. Or Tritone Coda. 
 
  

BOLLO | http://www.solublerecordings.com/  
Slovakia born producer Bollo first fell in love with electronic music during 
his teen years around 1995 while still attending school. Starting to 
experiment with the early software for producing music, Bollo begins to 
acquire musical experience. 2001 was the year when he comences his 
live act career performing in some of Slovakia & Czech Republics 
renouned clubs & events. In 2005 Bollo moves to Ireland where he 
begins to spin with turnables, this combined with his production skills 
earns him the release of origial mix of his track „The Beginning of Days“ 
on the „Summer Breeze“ compilation of a Russia based label. After 
Bollo’s return back to Slovakia in 2008, he gets a remix opportunity from 

Blockhead Recordings, which starts a new phase in his producer career. Upon this he is asked to remix 
well respected names such as Jay West, Jeff Haze and Jake Childs, and his tracks are released on 
Greenhouse Recordings, Blockhead, Pin-Up, Elemental, A Must Have, Liquid Grooves, Purple Edge, 
Open Bar Music, Gam Recordings and others. Currently back residing in Slovakia, Bollo maintains 
applying his skills day after day in his ever-groovy production and manages his own record label 
„Soluble Recordings“. 
 

  
ATOMIC ELECTROLAB | http://soundcloud.com/atomic-
electrolab1  
Atomic aka Tomas Balaz is coming from Ziar nad Hronom (Slovakia), but 
he lives and works in Prague (Czech repblic). He plays dj and live. In 
1997 he started to make music with hardware trackers-yamahas and 
korgs. He compose music for movies and theatres too,so he is involved 
in emotional ambient, pastoral and traditional music. He establish a small 
ELECTRO LAB - band of three musical producers ATOMIC, PHOBIC 
and SASSO native middle Slovakia (Ziar nad Hronom). Main sight of 
ELECTRO LAB is performance music and presentation in live 
performance form. ELECTRO LAB produced and released 12 albums in 

styles like electro, trance, house, minimal house, break-beat, techno. His pure own releases you can 
find on first Slovak netlabel - Sologroove. Actually in the year 2011 he had contracts on 3 new releases 
with Austrian, Italian and French recording companies. 
 
 

PLUTONES | http://soundcloud.com/ljuskenas 

Born in Vilnius capital of Lithuania. Plutones started as a dj in 1998. 
After discovering such records labels as "Chain Reaction", "Mille 
Plateaux" he has grown his passion for deep electronic minimal and 
dub influenced music. His serious own productions started in 2009 as a 
necessity to express his inner feelings and everyday nature 
observations using benefits of digital tools of contemporary sound 
production. Plutones music never aims for particular style or genre, 
rather is exploring synthesis of them in new and undiscovered ways. 
Plutones is currently happy to have opportunity to be involved with few 
netlabels. Some of his works are showcased in digitally released 

compilations and mixes. He's now working on few remixes as well as on his own tracks, trying to find 
his own way through massive maze of today's music industry. Plutones tracks are like little stories 
filled with personal emotions and the author is more than happy with each listener they are 
reaching...  

 
 
 
  


